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INTRODUCTION

TRIO-EF is a general purpose Fluid Mechanics 3D Finite Element Code. The system
capabilities cover areas such as steady state or transient, laminar or turbulent, isothermal or
temperature dependent fluid flows; it is applicable to the study of coupled thermo-fluid
problems involving heat conduction and possibly radiative heat transfer.

TRIO-EF is developed by the Heat Transfer and Structural Mechanics Department of
the French Atomic Energy Commission CEA/DMT. It is widely used for applications in reactor
design, safety analysis and final nuclear waste disposal. More recently, it has been used to
study the thermal behaviour of the AVLIS process separation module.

In this process, a linear electron beam impinges the free surface of a uranium
ingot, generating a two dimensional curtain emission of vapour. The metal is contained in a
water-cooled crucible. The energy transferred to the metal causes its partial melting,
forming a pool where strong convective motion increases heat transfer towards the
crucible. In the upper part of the Separation Module, the internal structures are devoted to
two main functions : vapor containment and reflux, irradiation and physical separation.
They are subjected to very high temperature levels and heat transfer occurs .nainly by
radiation. Moreover, special attention has to be paid to electron backscattering.

These two major points have been simulated numerically with TRIO-EF and in this
paper, we present and comment the results of such a computation, for each of them. After a
brief overview of the computer code, two examples of the TRIO-EF capabilities are given :

- a crucible thermal hydraulics model,
- a thermal analysis of the internal structures

1. TRIO-EF

1.1. Physical models

TRIO-EF is a general purpose finite element code for flow analysis :
- in industrial scale 3 D geometries,
- with or without distributed internal obstacles.
- with incompressible Newtonian fluid with low thermal expansion,
- steady or unsteady,
- under laminar or turbulent (K-£ model) conditions.
- through porous media.
- with or without energy coupling
- with phase change : liquid-solid.
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Furthermore. TRIO-EF is able do deal wiih nonlinear heat transfer analysis :
• temperature dependent properties.
- forced, natural and mixed convection,
- radiation exchange in enclosures through nonpanicipating media. 2 D and 3 D

view factor computation.

1.2. Salient features

TRIO-EF is based on a macro-language allowing the user to handle data through
named and typed objects such as nodal coordinates, fluid properties, thermal or vector
fields.... as he wishes. An Interpreter translates the user-oriented commands into a
coordinated set of operator library management instructions which are transparent to the
user. Basically TRIO-EF is a set of independently executable modules and computing tools
acting on the objects.

AU data items can be defined as parameters, enabling the user to develop his own
algorithms through the macro-language. Therefore TRIO-EF is ideally suited to parametric
and optimization studies.

TRIO-EF takes advantage of state of the art software development techniques and
Quality Assurance Methodology.

1.3. Numerical schemes for flow computation1

a) Governing equations

The equations solved by TRIO-EF comprise the full set of Navier-Stokes equations
using the Boussinesq approximation. /

continuity : div U =0 ( 1 )

Momentum : DU/Dt = -1/p grad P + div(v grad U) + gP(T-TO) (2)

Energy : DT/Dt = div(a grad T) (3)

where U. P and T are respectively the velocity, pressure and temperature.

and p , V, a and P the density, kinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivily and
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient.

g : gravitational acceleration

b) Spatial discretization

The equations listed above are discretized by a finite element method for the
spatial approximation using the bilinear 4 nodes element (in 2 D) and trilinear 8 nodes brick
(in 3 D) for velocity and temperaure. The pressure is constant over an element.
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After discretization of the continuity and momentum equations, we obtain the
following linear system at time step "n" :

M U n - M l P ' 1 + A U m - C T P n = F (4)

CLF = O (5)
where :
- U is the global vector of the nodal velocity components at time n or n-1,
- p is the global vector of the element pressure,
- m depends on the algorithm used,
- M is the consistent mass matrix,
- A contains the advection and diffusion operators (the advection operator can be
built in various way. In the application that will be shown here, it is based

on a streamline upwind method ),
- C and CT are respectively the discretized divergence and gradient operators,
- F contains the volumetric forces.

c) Penalty algorithm

If we lake m = n, the system is solved implicitly. In order to eliminate the pressure,
we modify 5 by writing :

p i ï - E C U " (6)
which leads to :

(M/At + A + E CTC) LF = FH-MZAtU""1 (7 )

where At is the time step.

Note : for discontinuous pressure elements the CTC matrix can be computed at the
element level.

The incompressibility constraint is obtained when £ is large enough, but not too

large ( because of round off errors). Typically for 2D flows, we have : 106 < £L 2 /v < 101 °

For 3 D flows, we replace L2 by L3 in the above formula.

d) The semi-implicit algorithm

If we take m = n-1 and if we diagonalize the mass matrix (using for example a Gauss
Lobatto quadrature) the algorithm becomes explicit in the momentum equation. Using the
continuity equation, we can eliminate the velocity at the time n and get the following linear
system :

( CD-1CT)P" = - A t CD"1 ( F - AU""1 ) (8)

U" = At D"1 ( F - AU"'1 + CTPn ) + U""1 (9)

where D is the lumped mass matrix, which takes into account the Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the velocity.

This scheme is conditionally stable.
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1.4. Diffuse radiative heat transfer : Formalism

In many thermal engineering applications, surfaces are separated by radiatively
non-participating media and may be idealized as diffuse emitters and reflectors.
Consequently the net radiant energy fluxes are intimately related to purely geometrical
quantities called form factors, that take into account hidden parts : the problem is mainly the
form factor evaluation.

a) formalism for radiative enclosures

Radiative enclosure are decomposed into elementary surfaces (finite planar
polygonal surfaces). The standard radiosity method gives the matrix relationship between

_
the mean radiant fluxes <I> and the mean temperatures T over the elements, the matrix
depending upon the form factors and the wall total emissivities :

* = ( I - F ) ( I - ( I - e ) F ) - l EG T4 <10>

where : I is the identity matrix
F is the form factor matrix
E is the diagonal matrix of the element total emissivities

a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant

This relation constitues a nonlinear boundary condition to the heal conduction
equation. The radiant operator is obtained by linearizing equation 10 and by using ihe
relation between nodal temperature and mean temperature.

If T(i) is the nodal temperature at step i, the iterative process which leads to the
solution, is as follows :

T(i) = KT(i) (11)

= R(E, F, T(i)) K T(i+1) (12)
with :

R(E, F, T(D) = ( I - F ) ( I - ( I - E ) F )-l E a T(i)3 (13)

Then, the radiant operator is introduced into the conductivity operator.

b) Hidden-surface algorithm of form factors

The method employed for the computation of 3 D form factors is derived from an

algorithm devised for synthetic image generation4'5.

The form factor between two surfaces i and j ( fig.l) is defined as the fraction of
the radiant energy leaving surface i which strikes surface j . According to the radiative
properties of the surface, assumed to be isothermal, the form factor is reduced to :
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cosGi cos9j

Jt(rij)2
vij dsi dsj (14)

where ni.nj,Si,Sj denote the surface local normals and areas. Oi and Gj the angles
between the local normals and local direction MiMj. The vij term takes into account the
possible occlusion of surface j due to intervening surfaces in direction MiMj defined by two
current points Mi on surface i and Mj on surface j : vij = 0 if there is an occlusion in the
local direction MiMj, vij = 1 if not.

Figure 1. Form factor and projection cube

The difficulty stems from the fact that the evaluation of form factors requires for
any pair of surface to sort all other surfaces in order to predict whether they see each other
entirely, partially or not at all. The number of operations to perform would thus grow as the
cube of the number of elements, which is prejudicial to the method efficiency when this
number is high. This is the main reason for working out a more efficient sorting algorithm.

The visibility problem can be tackled as follows : consider a surface i and a current
point Mi on this surface. This surface has, from point Mi, a view of its environment across
the hemisphere of directions surrounding its normal. The problem is to determine for each
direction which surface is visible from point Mi and calculate the corresponding elementary
form factors.

The numerical implementation of this method requires :
- the subdivision of surfaces, defining within each surface a set of view points and

corresponding sub-elements
- the approximation of the hemisphere of directions.
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The algorithm is greatly simplified by considering a cubic surface, the center of
which is the current view point. Each face of the cube is divided into square regular cells,
each cell defining a viewing direction and an elementary solid angle. The number of cells
per face is called resolution.

For all surfaces and for each view point on that surface, the algorithm consists in
projecting all other surfaces on the projection cube (figure 1). The depth 'z ' of each
corresponding cell, that is the distance between the projected cell and the view point along
the cell direction is calculated. The projection of the entire environment solves
simultaneously the problems of visibility in each cell thanks to the depth and numerical
calculation of form factors.

The method warrants the energy conservation principle, with accuracy checked
by the resolution and the subdivion of the elements.

2. THERMALLY INDUCED FLOW IN A CRUCIBLE

In this part, we show the example of a thermally induced flow in a crucible.
Detailed knowledge of the temperature and the velocity Field in a crucible is important in
understanding the phenomena and in improving evaporator design.

Now, let us consider a crucible which contains uranium (fig. 2). A molten pool is
created by an electron beam. The thermal gradients induce boyancy forces in the molten
pool which, together with thermocapillary forces, cause fluid flow.
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Figure 2. Transverse section of the crucible
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2.1. Thermal hydraulic modelling

The assumptions of the crucible model shown here are' as follows :
- steady state problem,
- laminar flow.
- large aspect ratio (length by width) of the crucible : 2 D analysis is performed,
- from symmetry, only half a crucible is discretized,
- liquid uranium is considered as a Newtonian fluid, incompressible and weakly
dilatable,
- Boussinesq approximation is made for boyancy,
- physical properties are functions of temperature,
- the solid phase is taken into account by attributing a high value to viscosity.

The governing equations are already given in (1), (2) and (3) and for the
associated boundary conditions we have imposed:

a) at the free surface :
- the free surface is plane and indéformable :

v = 0 (15)

- Surface tension y decreases as temperature increases, producing a surface shear
force (the Marangoni effect) :

where p. is the dynamic viscosity " . \
- The impinging energy density is characterized by a Gaussian distribution : <vo

\

*be = *0be " P ( ^ ) (17) " j .
x0

where Oobc is the intensity and x0 the half width of the beam.

- The free surface radiates towards the vapor containment which is assumed to be
globally at fusion temperature Tf in order to maintain liquid metal reflux. The radiative
energy losses are approximated by :

<tr(T) = E ( J ( T - T f ) (18)

- The vaporization energy is based on the Langmuir formula: :

with Cl and C2 are given

t
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- Finally, the conservation of energy at the free surface leads to the expression of

thermal advccted flux which is consequently a nonlinear function of the free surface
temperature :

= <î>be

b) at the plane of symmetry :

U = O T^ =

c) at the crucible-metal interface

dx

(20)

(21,22.23)

Experiments have shown that a thermal contact resistance lies between molten or
solid uranium and the water cooled copper crucible. This thermal contact has the following
property : when the heat flow which gets through the interface increases, the resistance
decreases in such a manner that, at the interface uranium is near the fusion temperature. It
is assumed that this phenomenon is due to a thin crust of solid metal at the interface, the
ihermo-mechanical deformation of which is responsible for the adaptation process. This
phenomenon begins at a minimal heat flux, below which the contaci is solid-solid in nature,
and ceaces at a maximum flux for which the crust no longer exists.(fig 3).
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Figure 3. Thermal contaci resistance versus heat flux

This model of the thermal contact resistance is introduced into TRIO-EF by means
of the user-oriented language.

d) at the external wall of the crucible

flf!
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The coolant loop is simulated by a forced convection condition :

- X c ^ = h ( T - T e x t ) (24)

where : h is the forced convection coefficient
T is the crucible wall temperature
Xc is the conductivity of copper
T e x t is the temperature of water

2.2. Mesh and numerical procedure

The mesh is composed of 1988 elements. It is particularly refined below the free
surface, where more than five elements are disposed within the thermocapillary boundary
layer thickness.

The marked nonlinearities of the equations lead to use of the following iterative
strategy :

- first, the temperature field is calculated by assuming that no flow occurs in the
crucible,

- then, successively we solved the transient Navier-Stokes equation 7 (penalty
algorithm) and the energy equation 3 by means of an under-relaxation method over the
temperature, until convergence was achieved.

In this example, n steps are necessary to obtain a convergent solution.

2.3. Results and discussion

To investigate the nature of the convective flow, we have plotted the streamlines
(figure 4). There is a strong circulatory flow at the extreme right of the domaine. Within the
boundary layer, the lines are very close, indicating a strong velocity gradient. The flow is
mainly driven by surface tension. Elsewhere in the flow, velocities are low.

The associated temperature contours are shown in figure 5. They arc very
different from temperature contours obtained with conduction only. In the strongly
convective flow, the fluid carries heat out along the surface layer and colder fluid in from
the crucible to the recirculation zone. Consequently, most of the thermal heat diffuses
through the crucible near the free surface, so long as metal has not melted at the bottom of
the crucible. This emphasizies the importance of the thermal contact resistance which
imposes the temperature of fusion in this area.

In this calculation, we have assumed that the free surface is plane and
undeformable. In fact, this is not the case because the evaporation is so intensive that the
vapor creates a cavity under the beam impingement. Now, let us apply Laplace's formula at
the free surface. We have :

(25)

whith : Pv is the pressure in the vapor
Pl is ihe pressure in the liquid
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pgz, where z is ihe displacement of the free surface, is the variation of
the hydrostatic pressure

du
\irr~ is the pressure induced by the stress flow.

R is the radius of curvature which can be expressed by :
diz.

I dx2

This equation is integrated over the free surface (over x) by a Runge-Kutta's
method. The shape of the free surface is plotted in figure 6. The hole is large, so it will be
necessary to compute the free surface flow. This point will be devoloped by means of Picard's
iteration method.

Previous studies and some experimental evidence convinced us of the unstability
of the thermocapillary layer, leading to an unstable or turbulent flow. So another important
development is the introduction of the turbulent K-£ model for this application.

These two phenomena are expected to lead to a growth of thermal transfer and
consequently to a decrease of the evaporation rate.

The temperature field in the crucible is used to calculate the thermal stresses in order to
check the design of this structure. This is done with CASTEM2000, a general mechanical

computer code6.

Figure 4. Streamlines in the molten pool



Figure 5. Temperature contours
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Figure 6. The shape of the free surface
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3. THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURES
-CU

In this last part, we discuss the example of a simplified radiative enclosure. h]
Detailed knowledge of the temperature field in a vapor containment is important lor jp
ensuring liquid metal reflux and in improving the design of the enclosure. i j j

U i

Calculation of the electronics heat flux has required a specific TRIO-EF \; ]
development, a description of which is given below. ' i

!
3.1. Electron backscattering simulation ;

The electrons which result from the backscattering of the beam collide on walls,
where they are partially absorbed, the other part being scattered again. After some
generations of backscattering, the number of electrons becomes negligible.

The main assumptions are the following :
- the magnetic field is steady and uniform, so the backscattered electrons follow
helicoidal trajectories,
- the wall of the enclosure must be parallel or orthogonal to the magnetic field,
- the impingement on walls is characterized by :

- a constant ratio of absorbed electrons,
- electron reflection is without loss of energy : the velocity module of the

electrons remains constant,
- the density of backscattered electrons obeys Lambert's law

The spatial distribution of the heat flux due to multiple backscattering of electrons
in a magnetic field is computed over a special rectangular mesh of the containment walls,
the size element being a fraction of the radius of gyration. Emission points are chosen as the
element barycentres. For each point, the hemisphere of directions round its normal is
discrciized, and for each direction of emission the position and energy of the new
impingement is calculated. Then energy is added to the element which contains the point of
impact.

Calculation begins on the impingement line.
For each backscattering step, electronic heat fluxes are calculated in this way.

After that, heat flux is distributed over the user's mesh.

3,2. Model of vapor containment internal structures

Let us consider the simplified enclosure shown in figure 7. It is placed in the
empty enclosure of a small machine. Walls, made of graphite plates ( X. = 50W/m/K), are 1 cm
thick and assumed to be thermally insulated from each other.

The power of the backscattered electrons, length of impingement line and f

maximal radius of gyration are given. The reflection factor is 0.35 everywhere.

The free surface of the molten pool is discrctized in three temperature domaines :
Tl = 3400 K, T2 = 2800 K, T3 = 2000 K as shown in figure 7.

Openings are modelled by blackbodics at a fixed temperature (T = 300 K), as is the
empty enclosure.



The emissiviiy of external walls is 0.9 (graphite) and 0.34 for internal wails (this
low value is due to uranium deposition over the containment structure).

*• I

Figure 7. View of the vapor containment

3.3. Numerical results

After five backscattering steps, 99% of the energy is absorbed in the walls.

Spatial distribution of thermal flux induced by backscattered electrons is shown in
figure 8. Obviously, the pattern is symmetric and the main part of the electronic flux is
absorbed in the area of the first impact, where maximum density is about 1.2 MW/m^ .

Temperature contours are given in figure 9, showing a similar profile to that of
the electronic flux. The maximum temperature reaches 2000 K on the target plane. On the
other side, temperature is below 900 K. far removed from the uranium fusion temperature.

In order to obtain a liquid reflux, vapor containment temperature levels have first
to be made uniform.

t
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Figure 8. Thermal heat flux created by backscattered electrons

Figure 9. Temperature contours
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CONCLUSION

The iwo examples given concerning ihe AVLIS process demonstrate the specific
qualities of TRIO-EF computer code. The program is able to deal with complex industrial
problems by means of its user-oriented language. The main interest of this type of tool
which, with CASTEM2000, belongs to a very powerful new generation of finite element code,
is that the user builds his own algorithms to solve his problem. No lengthy developments are
required for new problems. Of course, this kind of tool is particularly useful in the field of
research and development as are the AVLIS studies.
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